Your partner in public health

A case management system powered by Maven provides your health department with the tools needed to collect data and make informed decisions to protect the community you serve. Every condition, disease, and interaction can be tracked to detect and stop outbreaks before they become epidemics.

- **40** Public health jurisdictions using Maven
- **150+** Conditions managed using Maven
- **10+** Different types of surveillance and case management systems within public health
- **40+** States served by Conduent Public Health Solutions
Maven’s features make it easier to do the work necessary to protect your communities. When data is available and ready for analysis, your team can make informed decisions.

- Integrated electronic reporting
- Automatic creation of a disease event when a case or laboratory report is received
- Real-time event triage for state and local public health personnel
- Contact tracing
- Case management for confirmed cases, suspects and contacts
- Electronic workflows and task assignments

In addition to world-class software, Conduent Public Health Consulting offers many services to public health departments.

- Program planning, assessment, and evaluation
- Analytics and informatics
- Technical assistance and training

To learn more please visit www.conduent.com/solution/public-health-technology/ or call 1-844-ONE-CNDT.